
Amy’s Therapeutical Massage 

Our Protocols: we have a temperature gun, a UV-C Light Wand, hand sanitizer, 

isopropyl alcohol, alcohol wipe, all signages emphasize social distancing, 

handwashing, wearing of face mask, employees must wash hands. 

1. Our maximum of occupancy load during PCOR3 are 4 persons, this including me as an 

employer, one employee and two customers together. 

2. We will be taking customer’s and employee’s temperature at the front door before they 

entry, if temperature is 100.3 F or higher will not be allow to entry. Customers must sign 

in with their contact information for contact tracing purpose. If those with symptoms, 

we will reject them and call 311. 

3. Customers must wear their mask at all time. The only time that customer can remove 

mask which is when customer directed to a room where clean towels on the massage 

table. Customer’s mask will remain until facing down on the massage table, then 

customer will be told to remove it. Mask must put back on when customer facing up. 

We will use alcohol base sanitizer to wipe down the massage table when one customer 

is finished, then change to clean linen on the table, and sanitized again before the next 

customer can come in. 

4. All employees must wash their hands with soap and water at least 20 second, or use 

alcohol base sanitizer. Must wash hand before or after massaging customers. 

5. We posted all the signage located at front door, wall, massage room, restroom, 

reception area indicated social distancing, handwashing, wearing of face mask. 

Everyone must keep 6 feet apart at all areas including waiting for appointment, 

between receptionist, customers, and staff. We measured the floor with special stickers 

that indicated 6 feet distance. 

6. We also installed plexiglass barrier at the reception area to minimize contact between 

individuals. 

7. We will use alcohol base sanitizer to disinfect the whole shop in every 1-2 hour(s) 

including appointment waiting area, between receptionist, restroom, massage room, 

sofa, chairs etc. and before operate the shop, and after close the shop. 

8. Only one staff will allow to take break at the time. 

9. We will follow the PCOR3 guideline to remove all the unnecessary items, such as 

magazines, newspapers, and any other paper products/decoration. 

10. We will conduct training for employees on enhanced disinfection and proper PPE based 

on CDC guidelines.   

11. We will provide plastic coverings/disposable paper cover/sheet on vinyl 

tabletops/headrests. 


